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April is the Goth freak of Kadic Academy. However while everyone makes fun <br>of her, she is
laughing at them because they are not royalty like she is.<br>Okay so here's the scoop on April. Her
favorite colors are pink and black. <br>She hates school because she has no friends. She has a crush
on Odd and <br>Ulrich (Thinks they are total hotties.) Okay now that you know pretty much
<br>everything let's get to the story.<br>"Hey Odd," April said while walking out of class. "Are you
talking to <br>me?" Odd said in a mean voice. "Hey Odd, cut it out already. You're probably <br>hurting
her feelings." Ulrich said in a baby voice. Barely opening their
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eyes, because of laughter, they saw April running out of the room crying. <br>Jeremy ran after her to
calm her down. While Ulrich and Odd recovered from a <br>laugh attack, Yumi, in a disappointed voice
said to them, " Nice one guys, <br>you really did it this time."
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"Yumi! Wait up! We didn't mean it!" Ulrich said as Yumi chased after <br>Jeremy and April.<br>" Hey,
April! Wait up. It's me Jeremy, from chemistry class?" "Oh, yay, <br>another person from the group. You
come to make fun of me too?" " No, I <br>didn't. I wanted to apologize for my friends' behavior. They
just- they just <br>wanted to have some harmless fun, but it got out of control. Sorry. He <br>walked
away from her and looked back and smiled.<br> Later that night @ dinner<br>As Ulrich and Odd sat
down by Yumi, Jeremy waved at April to sit down by <br>him. " Hey April, we are really sorry for making
fun of you. We didn't mean <br>anything," said Ulrich. Then Odd muffled a sorry because he already
shoved a <br>whole cake piece in his mouth.<br>"I am sorry for running out of the room crying like that.
It was very <br>immature of me. So, are we cool?" April said. Then at the same time, Ulrich <br>and
Odd agreed. " Good, Then you won't mind me doing this-" she said. She <br>stood up and took her
cake and shoved it on Ulrich's head and face. Then she <br>took her milk and poured it over Odd's
head. The cook turned toward April <br>and started to say something, but April beat her to it. She yelled
angrily, <br>" I KNOW WHERE THE PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE IS!!" She looked at Odd and Ulrich and
<br>gave them a dirty look. After she slammed the door shut, everyone except <br>Ulrich and Odd
busted out laughing. (Well except for Sissy, because she <br>loves Ulrich.) " Yumi stood up and said, "
Did you guys learn your lesson?" <br>As they stood up they nodded and put their trays up.
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